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Abstract

Generating queries corresponding to natural
language questions is a long standing prob-
lem. Traditional methods lack language flexi-
bility, while newer sequence-to-sequence mod-
els require large amount of data. Schema-
agnostic sequence-to-sequence models can be
fine-tuned for a specific schema using a small
dataset but these models have relatively low
accuracy. We present a method that trans-
forms the query generation problem into an
intent classification and slot filling problem.
This method can work using small datasets.
For questions similar to the ones in the train-
ing dataset, it produces complex queries with
high accuracy. For other questions, it can use
a template-based approach or predict query
pieces to construct the queries, still at a higher
accuracy than sequence-to-sequence models.
On a real-world dataset, a schema fine-tuned
state-of-the-art generative model had 60% ex-
act match accuracy for the query generation
task, while our method resulted in 92% exact
match accuracy.

1 Introduction

Natural language interfaces to databases (NLIDB)
(Grosz et al., 1987) systems allow a user to com-
municate with the database directly by entering the
query in the form of a natural language question.
Pattern matching based (Weizenbaum, 1966), syn-
tax based (Woods, 1972), semantic grammar based
systems have been investigated (Owda et al., 2007).

In recent years, neural networks based generative
text-2-SQL semantic parsers have gained promi-
nence as a core component in NLIDB systems.
They use neural language models that can handle
natural language variations and ambiguities bet-
ter than the traditional approaches. Some of these
approaches work with a specific schema, such as
Seq2SQL (Zhong et al., 2017). They require large
datasets of question-query pairs for the specific

schema, which is typically not available for prac-
tical applications. Also, the generated queries are
typically simplistic compared to queries used in
real world applications. Other approaches such as
IRNet (Guo et al., 2019) and GNN (Bogin et al.,
2019) are schema agnostic and accept schema de-
scription along with natural language question at
inference time. These are trained on a large corpus
of question-query pairs across many schemas and
are typically fine-tuned on a small dataset for the
specific application schema. Unfortunately, their
accuracy is not high enough to use in practical ap-
plications without human oversight of generated
queries.

In this paper, we present an approach that pro-
duces complex queries from natural language ques-
tions on a specific schema with high accuracy,
while requiring only a small dataset of question-
query pairs. This approach can be used to produce
SQL queries, API calls or other commands.

2 Our approach

We use intent discovery, intent classification, entity
extraction, slot filling, and template based genera-
tion to generate query for a given natural language
question.

2.1 Intent discovery

We first analyze queries in examples from the
question-query dataset and build a tree of intents.
See figure 1. Root of the the tree represents all
example queries. Each level 1 node represents a
subset of queries that uses a specific table and JOIN

set. Each level 2 node represents a further subset
that share GROUP BY columns. Each level 3 node
represents a specific set of SELECT clauses. Each
level 4 node represents queries that differ only in
the values used.
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All queries

. . . FROM table1 ... . . . FROM table2 JOIN table3 ...

. . . FROM table1 . . . . . . FROM table1 . . .
GROUP BY col1 ...

. . . FROM table1 . . .
GROUP BY col2, col1

SELECT col1, SUM(col3)
FROM table1 . . .
GROUP BY col1 ...

SELECT col1, max(col4)
FROM table1 . . .
GROUP BY col1 ...

SELECT col1, max(col4)
FROM table1
WHERE col6 BETWEEN [slot1] AND [slot2]
GROUP BY col1 ...

SELECT col1, max(col4)
FROM table1
WHERE col5 = [slot3] AND
col6 = [slot1]
GROUP BY col1 ...

Root

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Figure 1: A set of question-query examples are mapped
to a tree of intents by analyzing the queries.

2.2 Intent classification and slot filling

We train a BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) fine-tuned
joint intent classification and slot filling (IDSF)
model. It predicts the intent corresponding to a user
question. Each node in the intent tree represents an
intent. The model is trained to predict one intent
from a specific intent level, or a set of intents along
a path from root to a level 4 intent. Figure 2 shows
configuration where a single intent is predicted.
The model is also jointly trained to predict which
tokens from the input question represent slot values
and which slots should be filled with those values.

2.3 Query generation

The slot values predicted by the IDSF model may
need to be transformed before use in queries. We
build translation dictionaries using annotations
from the question-query dataset to map slot values
into query values. We also detect slot data types
using a heuristic algorithm. Then, for slots with
known data types such as date, we detect format-
ting rules to transform the value into appropriately
formatted query value. For example, a date could
be specified as "next Thursday" in the question
that gets extracted as a date object, and needs to be
used in the query as "2020-10-20". In this case,
we would detect formatting rule as "%y-%m-%d".
If the lists of allowed values for certain database
columns is available, that information is used to
map corresponding slot values to select one of the
allowed values.

If the IDSF model predicts a level 4 intent, query
can be generated by simply replacing placeholders
in the intent’s template. If a level 3 intent is pre-
dicted, WHERE and HAVING conditions in the SQL
query are generated based on which slot values
are available and rest of the query is generated by
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Figure 2: Joint intent detection and slot filling

simple slot value substitution like level 4 intents.
Queries for level 2 and level 1 intents are gener-
ated using more complex algorithms and models
that predict non-value slots such as aggregation
operators and columns to use in SELECT clause of
the query, similar to the approach used in (Hwang
et al., 2019). If no intent is predicted with high
confidence, a generative text-to-SQL model such
as (Kelkar et al., 2020) is used, with a human-in-
the-loop to validate generated query before use.

The approach can be used to generate com-
mands in an arbitrary non-SQL syntax by pre-
processing into an isomorphic SQL command.
We use this approach to predict API calls
from natural language questions. Consider a
question What’s the current temperature in

Seattle? and corresponding API call such as
temperature(city=’Seattle’). We pre-process
the API call as SELECT t FROM temperature

WHERE city=’Seattle’ during training and back
into API call after inference.

3 Results and conclusion

We applied this approach to build an NLIDB sys-
tem for a particular e-commerce application. We
used a dataset of 230 question-query pairs and
schema description as table-column hierarchy with
column types and allowed values for enumerated
type columns. 200 examples were used for training
and 30 were reserved for testing. We tested GNN
(Bogin et al., 2019) trained on the Spider dataset
(Yu et al., 2018) and saw 8% accuracy on the test
dataset. When we fine tuned the GNN model on
this schema using the training dataset, the accu-
racy improved to 60%. In comparison, our system
resulted in 92% accuracy on the test dataset.
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